CTC is an integral part of CityBridge Softwares Pvt. Ltd., CTC is a leading Skills and Talent
Development Corporation that is building a manpower pool for global industry requirements.
We aim to provide a highly professional and tailored recruitment Service that meets all existing
and future requirements of our esteemed clients and with our enhance recruitment process,
which enables them to achieve their business needs, helping them to reduce cost and time to
full fill specific talent vacancy.
CTC as an integral part of Corporate Company which offers Managed Training Services (MTS)
to market-leading organizations in India will provide also a job assistance give you hopes to
discover your place in IT industry. The comprehensive suite of Managed Training Services
includes custom Curriculum Design and Content Development, Learning Administration,
Learning Delivery, Strategic Sourcing, Learning Technology and Advisory Services. With a team
of some of the finest learning professionals, CTC is dedicated to helping candidates to increase
the business value of learning and development (L&D).

With our core objective to make the best matches between candidates and premium talent we
build an IT experts.
Our vast client experience across industry verticals with world-class skills in consulting and IT
services help our customers remain high-performance businesses.
We focus on bridging the gap between the Human Resource needs of the corporate houses and
the job seekers to achieve cost effective solutions in the least possible time.

Training Methodologies
1. All training modules have been designed to equip students with knowledge, skills and industrial
perspective, which is essential for a successful career.
2. Simplest and easy to understand language.
3. Prompt and Lifetime Technical Support.
4. You will get mentors who are senior professionals presently working on fields they teach.
5. Modularized / Topic wise training.
6. Real Time Project Exposure.
7. Quality training.
8. Customized Class timings.
9. Classes driven by real time expert.

Why IT training at CTC
1. You will get complete support after completion of your course.
2. Your knowledge will be as good as one year experienced professional.
3. You get intensive, hands-on experience learning from professionals.
4. We provide in-depth demonstrations on every aspects of course topics.
5. Also we offer internship in our sister companies for talent.

Curriculum
Our missions is to provide best in class education, meeting the requirements of industries by
instilling professional approach in our students and equip them with requisite knowledge thus
enhancing their work productivity and provide them with a staunch platform by lending job
assistance. We strive to achieve this by leveraging the expertise of our technical staff and their
high level of commitment.

